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Abstract—Traditional deception-based cyber defenses often undertake reactive strategies that utilize decoy systems or services for attack detection and information gathering. Unfortunately, the effectiveness of these defense mechanisms has been largely constrained by the low decoy fidelity, the poor scalability of decoy platform, and the static decoy configurations, which allow the attackers to identify and bypass the deployed decoys. In this paper, we develop a decoy-enhanced defense framework that can proactively protect critical servers against targeted remote attacks through deception. To achieve both high fidelity and good scalability, our system follows a hybrid architecture that separates lightweight yet versatile front-end proxies from back-end high-fidelity decoy servers. Moreover, our system can further invalidate the attackers’ reconnaissance through dynamic proxy address shuffling. To guarantee service availability, we develop a transparent connection translation strategy to maintain existing connections during shuffling. Our evaluation on a prototype implementation demonstrates the effectiveness of our approach in defeating attacker reconnaissance and shows that it only introduces small performance overhead.

I. INTRODUCTION

Recent years have witnessed the explosion of targeted attacks against the critical server infrastructures within both government organizations and businesses, and the number of data breaches increases tremendously with the continuous proliferation of exploitable zero-day vulnerabilities [1]. Particularly, an advanced persistent threat (APT) may enable an unauthorized attacker to bypass the traditional security measures such as firewalls and intrusion detection systems (IDS) and stealthily gain access to the sensitive data on the victim servers.

Consequently, deception-based techniques have re-emerged as an additional line of defense to supplement the traditional preventive security measures [2], [3]. Instead of relying on monitoring abnormal attack patterns, deception-based techniques use advanced luring techniques and engagement servers to entice an attacker away from the valuable servers. As the average time to identify and resolve a data breach for malicious attacks is 82 days [4], specially crafted decoys can be utilized to help shorten the detection and prevention cycle. Specifically, a decoy provides a carefully isolated environment for misdirecting attackers and feeding them misinformation in the form of falsified data such as encryption keys, database entries, and OS fingerprinting information [5], [6].

Most existing deception-based defenses adopt traditional honeypot technology [7], [8] to develop decoy systems for attack detection and information gathering [9], [10], [11]. However, their effectiveness has not met the expectations of the security practitioners due to two major limitations. First, the number of believable decoys is constrained by the limited system resources. There is a trade-off between the decoy fidelity and the required system resources. Low-fidelity decoys require less system resources but may be easily identified by attackers. In contrast, high-fidelity decoys may not be easily identified by attackers but require more system resources to better mimic the real server. For instance, previous research efforts have designed virtual machine (VM) based honeyfarms [12], [13]. However, their design either assumes that there exist only short term connections towards a limited number of IP addresses and thus unable to handle large numbers of simultaneous attacker requests, or requires the availability of abundant resources for hosting large numbers of virtual machines. Second, decoys are statically deployed. With sufficient support, APT attackers may finally identify all static decoys through either timing-based or fingerprinting-based analysis [14], [15]. It is critical to design believable, scalable, and dynamic decoys to tackle these two challenges.

In this paper, we design a decoy-based deception mechanism named CyberMoat that can protect critical servers against targeted attacks with a large number of high-fidelity decoys, which can be dynamically created and managed using limited system resources. To relieve the tension between decoy fidelity and scalability, we adopt a hybrid architecture that separates an extensive layer of front-end proxies that focus on network stack processing from back-end decoy servers that serve the service requests. Since the size of the proxies is extremely small, we can create a proxy pool that consists of hundreds (or even thousands) of lightweight proxies, which transparently redirect the network traffic between the attackers (or legitimate users) and the back-end decoy servers (or protected servers). The decoy servers closely resemble real servers with full-fledged operating system and services but only provide falsified information.

To further defeat APT attackers, we dynamically mutate the proxies’ addresses to not only invalidate the attacker’s knowledge gained from prior network scanning, but also diffuse the traffic targeting at an overloaded proxy. However, since existing network connections will be disrupted when shuffling the proxy’s IP and MAC addresses, legitimate users may suffer degraded user experience. To guarantee service availability, we develop a transparent connection migration strategy so that the previously alive network sessions are not interrupted during proxy address shuffling process.

We implement a CyberMoat prototype that uses
ClickOS [16] as the front-end proxies and uses full-fledged Xen virtual machines as the back-end decoy servers. The proxies redirect connection requests to the back-end decoy servers that install the same set of software stack as the real server. We design a centralized control plane to manage the proxy address shuffling and ensure seamless connection migration. We evaluate the effectiveness of our prototype in disrupting network reconnaissance and show that our system introduces small performance overhead.

In summary, we have made the following contributions.

- We develop a dynamic deception mechanism that protects critical real servers with a large scale high-fidelity decoy farm, which can be dynamically configured to trap and misinform targeted attacks.
- We develop a highly scalable decoy system that combines an extensive layer of proxies with high-fidelity decoy servers. Through this hybrid design we can successfully misdirect the attackers and entice them away from the protected servers.
- We introduce a proactive approach of randomizing the proxy network addresses to invalidate the attacker’s reconnaissance efforts. Moreover, we develop a seamless connection migration mechanism to maintain those existing network connections during the randomization process.
- We implement a system prototype of our defensive framework and evaluate its security effectiveness.

II. BACKGROUND

Unikernels are specially built library operating system (LibOS) style virtual machines providing a dedicated runtime environment for running single purpose applications [17]. By trimming away cumbersome system services and drivers from traditional OS, they can shrink the attack surface and resource footprint of cloud hosted services. Compared to full-fledged virtual machines, unikernels are also featured with faster boot times and optimized performance.

As one unikernel, ClickOS has been employed to build up the network function virtualization (NFV) platform by consolidating heterogeneous middlebox processing onto the same hardware [16]. It runs the Click software router above the Xen [18] based MiniOS and employs system optimizations such as batching and removing unnecessary buffer management to improve the performance. Click provides a modular framework for constructing middleboxes such as firewalls and NAT boxes by reusing the functionality of over 300+ stock elements with a specialized configuration language. The memory footprint of ClickOS images is as small as several MBs and ClickOS virtual machines can boot in tens of milliseconds.

III. THREAT MODEL AND ASSUMPTIONS

We focus on targeted remote attacks that aim at compromising critical real servers such as web servers and database servers, and do not consider “remote insiders” that penetrate the protected network by compromising legitimate users through social engineering. We assume targeted attacks are typically preceded by a reconnaissance phase during which attackers gather valuable information about network topology, operating system (OS), available services, and unpatched or undisclosed vulnerabilities. The attackers can undertake various scanning strategies such as OS and service fingerprinting to surveil the target network and system. OS fingerprinting aims at determining the operating system of a remote host through passive sniffing and traffic analysis, or active probing. Similarly, service fingerprinting aims at determining the categories and versions of the running services.

To keep the attack stealthy and protect the attack strategy, the attackers need to identify the decoy servers from the real servers and avoid attacking those decoys. They can use either fingerprint-based or timing-based techniques to identify a decoy server. First, when the decoy servers do not have the same set of software as the real server installed, the attacker can detect the difference of the running software and system status. Second, since the decoy servers may have constrained system resources, their service response can be slower than the real server.

IV. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

We design a deception framework called CyberMoat to proactively protect critical online servers against targeted remote attacks. As shown in Figure 1, CyberMoat follows a hybrid architecture that combines an extensive layer of front-end proxies with the back-end decoy servers. It consists of four major components: CyberMoat control plane, proxy pool, decoy server farm, and CyberMoat gateway. The CyberMoat control plane monitors and regulates the traffic towards the decoy proxies, manages and shuffles the proxies, and manages the back-end decoy servers. The proxy pool is comprised of hundreds or even thousands of lightweight proxies that transparently redirect the network traffic between the attackers (or legitimate users) and the back-end decoy servers (or protected servers). The decoy server farm contains a small number of high-fidelity decoy servers that process malicious service requests diverted from the front-end decoy proxies. The CyberMoat gateway enforces the traffic forwarding rules configured by the control plane and ensures seamless migration of alive network connections during the proxy shuffling.

![CyberMoat Architecture](Fig. 1: CyberMoat Architecture)
A. CyberMoat Control Plane

The management of the entire framework is integrated into a centralized control plane, which grants us the ease of monitoring the decoy platform and the agility in response to extreme attack scenarios such as large scale network scanning and flooding against the decoys. The control plane performs five core functions, which are elaborated as follows.

Authentication Module. It verifies the identity of the client initiating service requests to the real servers and maintains a white list of authenticated users. Only legitimate users can authenticate themselves, be added into the white list, and then get redirected to the proxy associated with the real server. Given the white list, the CyberMoat gateway enforces that the requests from legitimate users are transparently redirected through some secret proxies to the real servers, while malicious requests are redirected to the decoy servers through some public proxies. Our approach is orthogonal to the usual firewall or IDS based defense, in that we assume sophisticated attackers can evade those defenses and bypass the authentication mechanism. Different from the traditional access control systems, we deliberately allow the suspicious requests from those potential attackers capable of bypassing the authentication to pass through the proxies and then transparently divert the requests to the back end decoy servers. Thus, when suspicious attackers proceed to interact with the decoy servers, they are being trapped to compromise the decoy servers just as they endeavor to breach the real servers.

Traffic Monitor. This module constantly monitors the network traffic towards the decoy proxies to detect the occurrence of potential network congestion. Since the decoy proxies are used to process malicious requests, the traffic monitor will monitor the healthy status of the decoy proxies by tracking the workload and throughput of each proxy and raise alarms when detecting attacks. It provides reactive response by instructing the randomization controller. For instance, when the traffic monitor discovers that a large scale scanning is in progress, it can raise an alarm to the randomization controller so that the proxy address configurations will be shuffled accordingly to invalidate their scanning results.

Proxy Manager. It is responsible for instructing the proxy agent in the proxy pool to spawn a large number of concurrently running proxies, the number of which can be adaptively changed according to the monitored attacker’s behavior and the available system resources. It controls the overall topology of the entire proxy network, the specific configuration of each proxy (e.g., IP and MAC addresses), and the functions carried out by each proxy. For instance, the proxy can be programmed to serve as a network address translation (NAT) box that transparently relays traffic, a firewall that actively blocks suspicious traffic, or any popular middlebox with multiple network functions. It can also be configured to directly respond to scanning probes such as ICMP pings or TCP SYN scans to reduce the workload of the decoy servers. In addition, we proactively shuffle the network addresses of the public proxies. The proxies may directly generate timely responses to those scanning probes such as ICMP pings or TCP SYN scans to reduce the workload of the decoy servers. In addition, we proactively shuffle the network addresses of the public proxies. The proxies may directly generate timely responses to those scanning probes such as ICMP pings or TCP SYN scans to reduce the workload of the decoy servers.

Randomization Controller. This module coordinates the dynamic mutation of the network address configurations among the proxies. It listens to the alarm signal from the traffic monitor and determines the algorithm and frequency to randomize the network addresses. It then generates new proxy address configurations according to the chosen algorithm and guarantees that there is no interference in the address assignment. Afterwards, it distributes the new configurations to the proxy agent in the proxy pool and instructs the agent to carry out proxy address shuffling. During the shuffling process, existing network connections can be interrupted due to the changes of the IP addresses. To guarantee service availability, the randomization controller instructs the CyberMoat gateway to translate each alive connection’s IP and MAC addresses associated with a proxy into the proxy’s new addresses. The translation process is completely transparent to both legitimate users and the attackers, and it does not require any modification to the end hosts.

Decoy Manager. It is responsible for deploying and managing the back-end decoy servers by communicating with the decoy agent in the decoy server farm. Since the number of decoys that can run concurrently is largely constrained by the available system resources, the decoy manager monitors the decoy servers and instructs the decoy agent to recycle the compromised decoy servers and create new ones accordingly.

B. Proxy Pool

The proxy pool includes a proxy agent that receives instructions from the proxy manager and generates hundreds (or even thousands) of lightweight proxies, which transparently relay the traffic between the attackers (or legitimate users) and the back-end decoy servers (or real servers). We classify the proxies into two categories: secret proxy and public proxy, the partition of which is controlled by the Proxy Manager. Secret proxies are only accessible to the legitimate users who have passed the authentication process and redirect their service requests to the real servers; while public proxies are open to any access request and redirect those requests to the decoy servers.

All proxies present an attacker with the illusion of a large number of co-locating servers, since each proxy is visible to the external users like a real server with its network address publicly advertised. When an attacker attempts to connect to a secret proxy, it will be transparently diverted to one of the public proxies. The proxies may directly generate timely responses to those scanning probes such as ICMP pings or TCP SYN scans to reduce the workload of the decoy servers. In addition, we proactively shuffle the network addresses of the proxies when our system is under persistent and large scale network reconnaissance or a single proxy is targeted for network flooding. In this way, we can invalidate the attackers’ knowledge gained from the previous scanning efforts and raise the bar for the attackers to locate the protected server.

C. Decoy Server Farm

A decoy agent receives instructions from the decoy manager to generate high-fidelity decoy servers. The back-end decoy servers cannot be directly accessed from the external network and all accesses have to be redirected by the proxies. Based on the attacker’s knowledge of the real server, there are different options for deploying decoy servers. If the attacker knows nothing about the targeted system such as its OS and application versions, we may deploy decoy servers running different software stacks. Thus, the attackers need to collect different sets of exploits to compromise multiple servers before they can further investigate which ones are decoys. We can even deliberately expose some vulnerabilities on certain
decoy servers to attract and trap the attackers. However, when the attackers know the software stacks running on the real server, they can easily filter out those decoy servers that run different OSes and applications. On the other hand, we can run the same set of software stacks on both the real servers and the decoy servers. Thus, the attacker can hardly distinguish a decoy server from the real server by using either fingerprint-based or timing-based techniques.

D. CyberMoat Gateway

CyberMoat gateway receives instructions from the control plane on steering packet flows through the proxies. It carries out three functions programmable by the control plane. First, it relays the normal traffic between the external users and the proxies and responds to the queries from the traffic monitor with the flow and port statistics as well as the status of the proxies. It can even duplicate packets to the traffic monitor through mirroring to detect attacker scanning or other malicious activity through deep packet inspection. Second, it proactively re-configures the forwarding rules for the proxies with changed network addresses due to the shuffling, and avoids any further control plane involvement in processing future packets towards those proxies. Lastly, it assists the randomization controller to migrate the existing network connections to the new proxy addresses by enforcing the dynamically updated address translation rules.

V. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION

We implement a CyberMoat prototype as shown in Figure 2. Both decoy servers and real servers are implemented as Xen-based virtual machines (VMs). The small-sized ClickOS [16] is used to implement the decoy proxies.

A. SDN-based Control Plane

We implement the CyberMoat control plane inside Xen Dom0 using the Ryu [19] SDN framework. The authentication module, the traffic monitor, and the randomization controller are all implemented as RYU application modules. In particular, the traffic monitor is integrated with Snort [20]. The authentication module enforces password based authentication and configures ovsbr0 to redirect the initial service requests to a standalone authentication server process, which stores all user names and passwords in an SQLite database. The proxy manager and decoy manager are implemented as daemon processes using python scripts. Similarly, the proxy agent and decoy agent are also implemented as daemons, and they communicate with the proxy manager and decoy manager through Unix domain socket (i.e., IPC socket) connections.

Proxy Status Monitoring The traffic Monitor sends OFPFowStatsRequest and OFPPortStatsRequest queries to the ovsbr0 gateway periodically to gather flow and port statistics associated with each proxy. It collects the byte and packet count of the traffic traversing each active flow, and the number of packets/bytes transmitted, received, or dropped by each port. By keeping track of the distribution of traffic among the proxies, it can detect any spikes of the proxy workload and identify if a proxy is overloaded. Further, it configures ovsbr0 to mirror packets to Snort, and watches on a dedicated Unix domain socket for any alert message sent from Snort, which indicates if the proxy network is undergoing large scale scanning such as ping sweep or TCP SYN scan, or a certain proxy is flooded with voluminous packets.

Listing 1 shows an example Snort rule that can detect TCP SYN flood scan, which is defined as any TCP connection requests sent towards our proxy network more than 100 times in 5 seconds, where the actual parameters used can be adjusted. Once either condition is identified, an alarm signal will be raised to the randomization controller, which then initiates the shuffling of the proxies’ address configurations to either invalidate the attacker’s scanning efforts or reroute the traffic through other proxies to evacuate the attacked proxy.

Proxy Shuffling We implement the randomization controller to be able to perform both proactive and reactive shuffling. For proactive shuffling we periodically shuffle the IP and MAC addresses of the proxies with fixed frequency; while for reactive shuffling, we shuffle when the traffic monitor detects large scale adversarial scanning or flooding behaviors. In detail, the randomization controller first computes a randomized assignment of proxy IP and MAC addresses to the switch ports and then issues OFPFowMod instructions to ovsbr0 to modify packet forwarding rules related to proxies with changed addresses. For example, assuming proxy a with IP address ip is attached to port p of ovsbr0, and flow rule f forwards all packets destined for ip to switch port p, if a’s address is changed to ip’, then f will be modified to forward packets destined for ip’ to port p. The newly computed proxy IP and MAC address assignment is exported as JSON messages through a RESTful API to the proxy manager, which then generates new proxy configurations and sends them to the proxy agent to refresh the proxy configurations accordingly.

Seamless Network Connection Migration To maintain

---

**Fig. 2: CyberMoat Prototype Implementation**

**Listing 1: Snort rule for TCP SYN flood detection**

```
alert tcp any any -> $PROXY_NET any (msg:'"TCP SYN flood"'; flowstateless; flags:S; detection_filter:track by_dst, count 100, seconds 5; sid:1000001; rev:1)
```
existing network connections during the shuffling process, we develop a seamless connection migration scheme. Consider one alive connection between an external user and a proxy identified by a 4-tuple \((\text{src\_mac}, \text{src\_ip}, \text{dst\_mac}, \text{dst\_ip})\), where the source refers to an external user and the destination refers to a proxy. Once the proxy’s MAC address is changed from \(\text{dst\_mac}\) to \(\text{new\_mac}\) and its IP address is changed from \(\text{dst\_ip}\) to \(\text{new\_ip}\) after a round of shuffling, the randomization controller inserts into the ovsbr0 flow table a DNAT rule to translate the destination addresses of incoming packets from external world to \(\text{new\_mac}\) and \(\text{new\_ip}\), and insert an SNAT rule to translate the source addresses of outgoing packets from the proxies back to \(\text{dst\_mac}\) and \(\text{dst\_ip}\). To avoid potential flow table explosion, we track the establishment and termination of a TCP connection through TCP SYN and FIN flag matching, and only keep NAT rules for those existing connections. Since Ryu does not support direct TCP flags matching, we leverage Nicira [21] extended matching supported by Open vSwitch to capture the initial TCP SYN packet and the last TCP FIN packet for a TCP session. Once a packet with TCP FIN set is captured, the randomization controller removes the corresponding flow rules from the flow table of ovsbr0.

Decoy Replication We integrate both front-end proxy and back-end decoy server replication into the decoy deployment. The proxy manager first generates the proxy configurations, i.e., the IP and MAC addresses as well as the virtualized network functions programmed as Click routers. These configurations are sent to the proxy agent through a dedicated Unix domain socket connection. After that, an entire pool of Click proxies with identical network functions are created. When one round of proxy shuffling is triggered, the proxy manager distributes the newly created configurations to the proxy agent and instructs it to refresh the address assignment. Likewise, the proxy manager distributes the corresponding proxy and recreates a new one. Since our proxy is lightweight and only keeps NAT rules for those existing connections.

C. ClickOS-based Proxies

We use ClickOS-based virtual machines to build up the front-end proxies. The ClickOS VM is created using standard Xen xl toolstack. The functionality of a proxy is programmed using the Click modular router [24] configurations, and each configuration is installed or unloaded using the ClickOS Control clickos-ctl [25]. Specifically, a special Click control thread is created after the ClickOS VM boots, which will then create an \emph{install} entry in the Xen store. After that, clickos-ctl can be used to install Click configurations into the ClickOS VM by writing to the specific Xen store entry. Finally, the Click control thread will spawn a separate thread to run the installed Click configuration. Indeed, the modular feature of Click makes it flexible in deploying customized network functions. For each proxy, we create an upstream virtual interface \textit{vif0} to connect to the external world and a downstream virtual interface \textit{vif1} to connect to the back-end decoy server. The IP address of the external facing \textit{vif0} is published to both legitimate users and potential attackers, while the IP address of the internal facing \textit{vif1} is concealed and located within a different subnet from the external IP address.

In our prototype, each proxy is programmed with two main functions. First, it can directly generate replies to simple large scale network scanning. For instance, it can directly respond to ping sweep using the ICMPPingResponder Click element. In this way, we can not only isolate the voluminous scanning traffic from the back-end decoy servers so that they are not overwhelmed, but also generate timely responses to mislead the attackers with the illusion of a large number of coexisting servers. Second, it works as a transparent network layer proxy that redirects the packets back and forth between external users and the decoy servers. To improve the network layer proxy’s performance, it uses the IPEndPointRewriter Click element to translate the destination address of incoming packets towards a proxy into the address of the decoy server connected with the proxy’s internal interface and translate the source address of outgoing packets from the decoy server into the address bound to the proxy’s external interface. The lightweight proxy only runs the necessary elements for running the configured network layer functions, and it does not perform any application layer processing.

The proxy agent performs two main functions. First, upon receiving a command to shuffle the proxies, it uses clickos-ctl to refresh the IP and MAC addresses of the proxies. Particularly, it uses clickos-ctl to remove the old Click router instance from the proxy and then installs a new instance with updated address configurations. To minimize the update time, it allocates the task among multiple threads and use the Xenstore dameon oxenstored that is optimized for concurrent transaction processing. Second, when the traffic monitor in the control plane detects any crashed proxy and notifies the proxy agent, it recycles the corresponding proxy and creates a new one. Since our proxy is lightweight with a minimalistic operating system, it is fast to instantiate a proxy, which makes our proxy design resilient to proxy failures.
D. VM-based Decoy Server

We implement the back-end decoy servers as full-fledged Xen virtual machines. The decoy manager in the control plane controls the system and service configurations of the decoy servers by instructing the decoy agent to create a pool of proxy VMs from a template decoy VM. In our prototype, each decoy VM possesses system and service configurations that closely resemble real servers, including operating system distro, kernel version, service category and version, etc. A major difference from the real server is that the decoy VM may host services with unpatched vulnerabilities to trap the attackers and feed them with false data. We deploy an Apache HTTP server 2.4.7 and an OpenSSH server 6.6.1p1 in both the decoy VMs and the real servers.

The decoy agent continuously tracks the running status of each decoy VM and reports it to the decoy manager. It monitors if a decoy VM crashes or a session is timed out, which usually indicates successful exploits. When it happens, the decoy agent destroys the victim decoy VM to release the system resource and uses virt-clone utility to create a new VM from the decoy VM template.

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Through performing experiments on our CyberMoat prototype, we evaluate our deception system’s performance characteristics and its effectiveness in mitigating targeted attacks. All experiments are performed on a laptop with an eight-core Intel Core i7-4712HQ CPU and 16 GB RAM running 64-bit Ubuntu 14.04 (Trusty Tahr) and Xen hypervisor version 4.4.2. Xen Dom0 is configured with fixed 4 GB RAM and pinned with four vCPUs. Each proxy is configured with 8 MB memory. We create a decoy VM, a real server VM, and a test VM, all running 64-bit Ubuntu 14.04 with 1 GB memory. We install OpenSSH server 6.6.1p1 and Apache HTTP server 2.4.7 in both the real server VM and the decoy VM. The test VM is used to emulate real users and initiate connections to the proxies.

A. Performance Evaluation

We first measure the scalability of our system on decoy deployment. Then, we evaluate the performance overhead introduced by the transparent proxy redirection and the proxy address shuffling to estimate the impact of our deception mechanism on the legitimate users.

Decoy platform scalability. To test the scalability of our system, we create proxies sequentially and measure the time taken to boot one proxy and install the click configuration. We consider the booting process of a proxy complete as long as it can respond to ping probe. The results are shown in Figure 3. When creating 300 working proxy VMs with each occupying 8 MB memory, we observe a slowdown. For the first proxy, it takes 0.27 seconds and 0.02 seconds to create the proxy VM and install Click configuration, respectively. However, for the last proxy, it takes 1.34 seconds and 0.36 seconds to finish the booting process. The slowdown is mainly because the Xen toolstack is not optimized for continuously booting a large number of virtual machines. Nonetheless, the experiment results demonstrate the capability of our system for massively consolidating a large number of decoys. Moreover, the small time latency for new proxy creation renders our system agile in the case of proxy crashes.

Proxy shuffling time breakdown. To quantify the responsiveness of our system in reaction to network reconnaissance, we measure the time of proxy shuffling, which involves two operations: modifying the flow rules and refreshing the proxies’ address configurations. We write a python script in the test VM to create multiple concurrent TCP connections to the proxies that redirect the connections to the back-end decoy VM. We measure the overall time for re-configuring flow rules and updating proxy addresses when we perform multiple rounds of proxy address shuffling with fixed frequency (i.e., 5 seconds per shuffle in our test). Figure 4 shows the measurement results for up to 200 connections with each measurement repeated ten times. For the case of 200 connections created towards 200 proxies, it takes 0.15 seconds for the randomization controller to modify the packet forwarding and NAT rules configured in ovsbr0 and less than 5 seconds for the proxy manager to update all the proxies’ addresses. We see that the overhead is mainly caused by the proxy address update process, since clickos-ctl needs to repeatedly write to the XenStore to remove and install click router instances into the proxy VM. Though we may optimize XenStore implementation to further reduce the time delay, the proxy shuffling time delay in our current implementation is still acceptable as shuffling 200 proxies only takes several seconds.

Flow redirection and address shuffling overhead. Interposing a transparent proxy layer in the users’ packet forwarding path is the main source of performance overhead in CyberMoat. To estimate the impact of flow redirection and proxy shuffling on the users’ performance, we first use the Secure Copy (SCP) utility to remotely download files.
of varied sizes from the server VM to the test VM. We compare the file transfer performance in three scenarios: (1) The test VM and the server VM are directly connected through an Open vSwitch bridge; (2) They are connected through extra proxy redirection but without proxy shuffling; (3) They are connected through the proxy and periodic proxy shuffling is enabled. The three cases are denoted as np, p and ps, respectively. The results in terms of file transfer throughput are shown in Figure 5a. On average the proxy redirection causes 5% throughput degradation and the proxy shuffling incurs extra 3% overhead. We also investigate the file transfer performance while performing multiple rounds of shuffling with different frequencies and the results are shown in Figure 5b. We can see that the proxy shuffling can be performed as fast as once per 5 seconds while still maintaining the file transfer session, and the overhead incurred by shuffling is only around 3% compared to the case without any shuffling. Moreover, the overhead remains consistent whatever frequency the shuffling is performed.

Furthermore, we use the netperf benchmarking tool to investigate the performance overhead in CyberMoat in terms of network throughput, round trip time (RTT), and CPU utilization. We ran the netperf client on the test VM and the netperf server on the server VM. The netperf TCP_STREAM mode is used to measure the aggregate TCP transfer throughput; while the TCP_QRR mode is used to measure the round trip time. All the experiments were performed with respect to message sizes in the previously mentioned three scenarios and each measurement continues one minute. Figure 6 shows the measurement results. We can see that without proxy redirection the throughput (around 92 Mbps) approximates line rate for all the message sizes. However, the proxy layer introduces around 4.6% throughput overhead with the sender CPU utilization dropped 30%; while the proxy address shuffling introduces extra 3.2% overhead with the sender CPU utilization dropped another 23%. Similarly, the proxy layer prolongs the average round trip time by 6% and the extra shuffling causes another 3% delay. Both the sender and the receiver CPU utilization drops as the message size increases.

B. Security Evaluation

We also evaluated our system from the perspective of an attacker trying to discover live hosts in the target network and determine the operating system of each remote host or the type of services running on it. We deployed 200 proxies which initially transparently redirect traffic to a back-end decoy server VM configured with an OpenSSH server and an Apache HTTP server. Then we employed the nmap [26] fingerprinting tool to surveil the target network. The scanning process consists of three phases, including host detection through ICMP probe, port discovery using TCP SYN and stealth scan (Xmas scan in this test), and vulnerability assessment through OS and service version detection. By default, it scans the most common 1000 ports for each protocol. All the tests have -T4 option turned on to enable faster scanning. For the vulnerability assessment the -A option is used to enable a composite scan including OS detection, version detection, script scanning, and traceroute. Table I summarizes the scanning results and the average time taken to finish scanning a host. Overall 200 alive hosts are discovered through simple ping probe. Both TCP SYN and Xmas scans can discover 200 alive hosts, each of which is configured with ssh and http services. The composite scan further identifies the remote OS kernel version (Linux 3.x) and service versions (i.e., ssh protocol 2.0 and Apache httpd 2.4.7 Ubuntu). Moreover, its traceroute scanning only discovers one hop which indicates that our proxy layer is transparent to the attackers. Therefore, our system can deceive an attacker into a belief that a large number of valuable hosts are running, and lures him to invest more resources in compromising the discovered hosts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Scan Type</th>
<th>Number of Alive Hosts</th>
<th>Average Time (s)</th>
<th>Services</th>
<th>Port Status</th>
<th>OS Version</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ping</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP SYN</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>10.18</td>
<td>ssh/http</td>
<td>open</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TCP Xmas</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>10.76</td>
<td>ssh/http</td>
<td>open/filtered</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Composite</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>24.35</td>
<td>ssh/http</td>
<td>open</td>
<td>Linux 3.x</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

VII. Security Analysis

We assume that the attackers need to perform thorough reconnaissance before launching targeted attacks. Using a hybrid architecture consisting of lightweight front-end proxies and back-end decoy servers, our system can present a large number of concurrently running yet high-fidelity decoys to the attackers and mislead them into believing that they have discovered real valuable servers. Moreover, through proactive shuffling our system can further disrupt the attackers' scanning process and force them to invest more resources into the reconnaissance. As demonstrated in our experiment, an attacker needs to spend tens of seconds through nmap scanning to discover the OS and service versions of a target host, whereas we could shuffle the proxies' address configurations in just several seconds to distort the attacker’s perception of the target network.

Our system can achieve transparent attacker misdirection as the proxy layer incurs minimal overhead and the decoy server closely resembles real server. Instead of completely filtering out malicious traffic, our defensive mechanism endeavors to distract the attackers’ attention away from the real servers, which is orthogonal to regular firewalls and intrusion prevention systems. First, the proxy layer is versatile in terms of functions (e.g. generating responses directly to ping or TCP SYN probes) yet almost transparent. Second, the hosted decoy services can further interact with the attackers and respond to the service requests with falsified but seemingly real information. Moreover, the overhead caused by the thin proxy layer is uniform across the legitimate users and the attackers. Therefore, it is difficult for a malicious user to identify the real server via timing analysis.

Due to the minimal functions in each proxy, its trusted computing base is small and promising to be formally verified. Since each proxy is lightweight with limited memory and processing capability, it creates an opportunity for the attackers to flood a proxy with voluminous traffic to process. Our system can effectively mitigate such attack through proactive proxy address shuffling. By shuffling proxy addresses, we can mutate the assignment between malicious
clients and the proxies, and diffuse the flooding traffic to evacuate the overwhelmed proxy.

VIII. RELATED WORK

Deception using honeypots. Honeypots are information system resources purposefully deployed for attack attraction, detection, and information gathering. Traditional honeypots employ virtualization to trap and monitor attackers [7]. By using the hypervisors, honeypots can be integrated into the network infrastructure and monitor attacker activities even if the system is compromised [9], [11]. Recently, there are increasing interests on using honeypots for developing countermeasure mechanisms [9], [10], [11]. However, the effectiveness of these honeypot-based defensive mechanisms has been largely constrained by either the low fidelity of the decoys or the poor scalability of decoy deployment platform. Though honeyfarms have been used for large-scale defense, they either require complicated scheduling schemes for dynamic resource allocation or cannot handle concurrent service requests towards a large number of network addresses [12], [13]. In contrast, our design can simultaneously present large numbers of high-fidelity decoy servers to the attackers with constrained system resources.

Microkernels, minimalistic OSes and unikernels. Microkernels or minimalistic OSes [27], [28] aim to provide just the required functionality for an application. In general, a microkernel executing at the privileged level exports the near-minimum set of mechanisms. Traditional OS functions, such as network protocol stacks, file systems and device drivers, are removed from the microkernel and are instead run in the user mode. However, most microkernels cannot run in virtualized environments. Another candidate for building the lightweight proxy platform incorporates unikernels, which are specialized, single address space LibOS-style virtual machines [17]. They are built by compiling high-level languages directly into specialized images running on a hypervisor. Examples of unikernels include ClickOS [16] and Mirage [29]. The design options of unikernels reduce the amount of deployed code, thus reducing the attack surface. Moreover, the small footprint of unikernel renders it competitive for deploying decoys in high density.

Network address randomization. Multiple techniques have been proposed to dynamically mutate the network attack surface [30] for anti-reconnaissance, including IP and MAC addresses, open ports, and network topology [31], [32], [33]. We also integrate IP and MAC address randomization into our framework to invalidate the attacker’s scanning efforts. However, existing active connections may be disrupted during the randomization process, since the TCP layer protocols depend on a stationary IP address. Jafarin et al. propose to add an extra layer of mutable virtual IP addresses that are visible to the public world and conceal the real IP addresses from the attackers [32]. Similarly, Sun et al. use a dedicated module within both connection endpoints to intercept a connection from the network layer and translate the application-perceived IP address to the NIC-associated address [33]. However, we cannot directly adopt their strategies since our lightweight proxy’s OS is truncated, lacking the necessary
mechanisms to support connection translation. We also do not want to complicate the deployment with an extra layer of virtual addresses. Instead we develop our own scheme to transparently migrate existing connections related to the proxies with changed addresses.

IX. CONCLUSIONS

We propose a decoy-based defensive framework that can proactively protect critical servers against targeted attacks. We design a highly scalable system that seamlessly integrates a large number of high-fidelity decoy servers with the critical real server infrastructures. By combining dynamic proxy address shuffling with transparent connection migration, our system can not only invalidate the attackers’ scanning efforts, but also maintain the legitimate users’ service connections. Our evaluation on a system prototype demonstrates the effectiveness of our approach in defeating targeted attacks and shows our system introduces small performance overhead.
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